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Abstract
Purpose – The aim of this paper is to frame the stakeholder-driven system mapping approach in the context of climate change, building on stakeholder knowledge of system boundaries, key elements and interactions within a system and to introduce a decision support tool for managing and visualising this knowledge into insightful system maps with policy implications.

Design/methodology/approach – This methodological framework is based on the concepts of market maps. The process of eliciting and visualising expert knowledge is facilitated by means of a reference implementation in MATLAB, which allows for designing technological innovation systems models in either a structured or a visual format.

Findings – System mapping can contribute to evaluating systems for climate change by capturing knowledge of expert groups with regard to the dynamic interrelations between climate policy strategies and other system components, which may promote or hinder the desired transition to low carbon societies.

Research limitations/implications – This study explores how system mapping addresses gaps in analytical tools and complements the systems of innovation framework. Knowledge elicitation, however, must be facilitated and build upon a structured framework such as technological innovation systems.

Practical implications – This approach can provide policymakers with significant insight into the strengths and weaknesses of current policy frameworks based on tacit knowledge embedded in stakeholders.

Social implications – The developed methodological framework aims to include societal groups in the climate policy-making process by acknowledging stakeholders’ role in developing transition pathways. The system map codifies stakeholder input in a structured and transparent manner.

Originality/value – This is the first study that clearly defines the system mapping approach in the frame of climate policy and introduces the first dedicated software option for researchers and decision makers to use for implementing this methodology.
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1. Introduction

Transforming societies into low-carbon and climate-resilient systems is a complex and multi-dimensional problem domain, as it has impacts on people and institutions within the systems. Replacing conventional technologies and behaviour with climate-friendly solutions may bring about socio-economic and environmental benefits to societies but could also have negative implications such as employment losses, investment requirements or required imports of resources, which could create resistance to changes. Moreover, regions, countries or sectors may feature several inertias. For example, recent investments in coal plants can partly lock a system in fossil-fuel-dependent energy production for as long as the following two
decades. Therefore, capturing the dynamic interactions between system actors and institutional processes or policies and finding ways to enhance acceptance of low-emission solutions constitute a crucial aspect of desired transformations. As a result, an array of respective evaluation methods and tools are required.

Such methods and tools already exist. For example, the systems of innovation (SI) framework can be used to describe how multiple arrangements of interlinked actors, institutions, policies and services lead to different expected or unexpected outcomes. A specific approach for describing in detail what a system looks like in terms of enabling (or disabling) environment, system actors and supporting services is that of system mapping, as originally proposed by Albu and Griffith (2005). As a stakeholder-driven visualisation technique, system maps resemble concept mapping (Trochim, 1989), while allowing for more freedom outside this strict node-link structure (Kim et al., 2003), and cognitive mapping (Axelrod, 1976) without necessarily sticking to the causal relationships between concepts (Kwong and Lee, 2009); contrary to both techniques, system mapping builds upon specific system components but offers freedom with regard to the type of concepts and nature of relationships these concepts develop with one another. System maps help define conceptual boundaries of the system under research, capture both past and present interrelationships and lock-ins as well as help to develop future pathways by understanding how services, infrastructure or – more importantly – new mitigation or adaptation policy mixes can help or hinder climate change mitigation or adaptation action.

In the perspective of sustainable development, a participatory approach helps to address the behaviour of the social groups involved in a system (Lagabrielle et al., 2010), as well as their potential reactions to changes brought about by climate change and mitigation or adaptation options (such as policy instruments, strategies, incentives, etc.). After decades of carrying out climate policy evaluation strictly among scientists and modellers, stakeholder involvement and participatory modelling in this problem domain have become very popular (Voinov and Bousquet, 2010). In this respect, a strength of system mapping is that it particularly enables participatory analyses to mobilise stakeholders’ tacit knowledge of how they see, experience and perceive “their” systems and then transparently codifies that (stakeholder) knowledge into visual representation of the systems. A weak point, however, is that maps easily become complex and once drawn are difficult to change when using generic-purpose visualisation software. With such conventional techniques, it is usually difficult to document information and knowledge gained through stakeholder engagement. Moreover, when the goal of a research or policy study is to assess multiple pathways towards a low-emission future (e.g. at the level of a sector), it is desirable to draw system maps for each pathway and be able to compare these. Automation of system mapping is a way forward to improve the quality of participatory system analysis and compare different pathway options. To the best of our knowledge, however, there exist no dedicated software options for researchers and decision makers to use for implementing the market mapping methodology.

The aim of this paper, therefore, is to not only formally define the system mapping framework for exploring the dynamics in innovation systems in respect to climate change and mitigation and adaptation policy but also introduce Mapping Tool for Innovation Systems Evaluation (MATISE[1]), a dedicated tool specifically designed for the purpose of system mapping in a structured, coherent and transparent way. Specifically, MATISE is an innovative tool developed under TRANSrisk, an EU-funded project (Transrisk, 2016), that uses the strengths of system mapping as an analytical decision support approach and addresses the weaknesses of manual mapping techniques and applications. The tool enables the researcher to codify stakeholder input into a strictly structured format, which is then transformed into a visual map with clearly distinguished system components, while also featuring a number of layout optimisation algorithms for an enhanced visual outcome. It also allows for the reverse process to take place by importing system maps and
transforming them into structured tables, thus enabling the analyst to create, modify and work on either format depending on their preferences and the underlying conditions and thus easily oversee and dynamically update large, complex maps. The presented framing also allows system maps to be produced in a structured manner while accounting for variations within different systems; thus, the maps can be a support tool in cross-sectoral and country learning and analysis.

The following section introduces the theoretical background of system mapping to explore how it addresses gaps in analytical tools and complements the SI framework; furthermore, a brief literature review of system mapping applications is conducted to explore how system maps – as an analytical decision support tool – have contributed to studying a wide range of problems, namely in the context of sustainable livelihood, deploying low-emission energy technologies and identifying environmental policy mixes. Section 3 presents the methodological framework of using system maps and MATISE for evaluating innovation systems for climate change by means of defining conceptual boundaries and capturing dynamic interactions for further analysis. In Section 4, the developed software application is presented in detail, with regard to its specifications, workflow and contribution to the proposed framework by means of examples based on a study of the UK nuclear power system. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions and offers prospects with regard to extensibility and further potential uses of MATISE, as part of an integrated framework or basis for semi-quantitative techniques.

2. Theoretical background

2.1 Systems of innovation framework

The idea of complex systems in scientific and social science studies led researchers to focus on not just the components of any particular system but their interactions as well. Therefore, the dynamics of a system, although complex, could be explained by the summation of the parts within the units of analysis, i.e. the system (e.g. atoms, cells, individuals, social systems, production systems, etc.) plus their multiple interactions and interdependencies (Boulding, 1956; Von Bertalanffy, 1950; Wells, 2012). System theory has been applied in many scientific fields to build bridges for interdisciplinary dialogue between independent areas of study as well as within the area of systems science. This is the case for the SI framework, which is used to search and describe how multiple arrangements of interrelated economic actors and their institutions resulted in economic performances (Freeman, 1995).

The SI approach has been a large step forward to the understanding of nations’ economic growth and technological change (Freeman, 1987; Lundvall, 1992; Nelson, 1993). In other words, the SI approach might be useful to research how individuals in society act individually and collectively in different forms of aggregations. For instance, SI approaches can help to understand how social systems (e.g. organisations, communities, etc.) distributed across locations (e.g. cities, nations, regions, etc.) can interact with natural and man-created artefacts or technologies and potentially lead to changes in the overall human system. The complexity of these systems might be partially explained by the interrelated embedded subsystems. For instance, a nation is composed by different subgroups of individuals, which constitute and/or work in multiple organisations (firms, universities, government agencies, NGOs, etc.) located in different areas.

The SI framework could take two main perspectives (Soumonni, 2013):

1. a narrow perspective, which focuses on mapping indicators of national specialisation and performance regarding innovation and R&D efforts; and
2. a broader perspective, which addresses other factors and processes such as economics, education, institutional set ups, social institutions, infrastructure, etc., particularly with respect to their impact on the process of learning and competence building (Lundvall et al., 2009).
However, the relationship cause-effect of inputs and outputs, which leads to system performance, is still poorly understood. Moreover, it will continue to be so because there are currently no principles and laws in the general system theory (Von Bertalanffy, 1950) that explain the complexity of embedded (sub-) systems. One of the main reasons is the lack of tools to identify and measure the complexity of the multiple interactions of actors/agents/stakeholders that intervene and influence the dynamics of the system performance. The same is true for phenomena where the general principles can be described in ordinary language though they cannot be formulated in mathematical terms (Von Bertalanffy, 1950). Nevertheless, there are some principles in complex dynamic systems, which could be observed and searched particularly focused on social and environmental sustainability, such as feedback loops and networks (Wells, 2012). The interplay of elementary units could be investigated independently of each other; it might also be useful to investigate interdependencies and interconnectivity of these units and the vaguely termed “wholeness” (Von Bertalanffy, 1950).

The proliferation of different SI frameworks trying to set up the boundaries of an innovation system is still a problematic issue of the approach and in general for complex systems to define the unit of analysis, for instance, to study economic growth of continental, national and subnational innovation systems (Freeman, 2002); to define regional innovation systems (Asheim and Gertler, 2005; Asheim and Isaksen, 1997; Cooke, 1992, 2001, 2002, 2004); to compare small countries development (Padilla-Pérez and Gaudin, 2014; Padilla-Pérez et al., 2011); to define and analyse the sectoral SI and production (Breschi and Malerba, 1997; Malerba, 2002; Malerba, 2005); to identify and analyse technological innovation systems (TIS) (Carlsson and Jacobson, 1997b, 1997a; Carlsson and Stankiewicz, 1991); and sociotechnical systems (Geels, 2004; Hobday, 1998; Hobday et al., 2000); to identify learning systems (Niosi, 2002; Niosi, 2011); and to identify and analyse the sources of regional capabilities (Alvarez Tinoco, 2011).

Specifically, for innovation policy development, the TIS framework has proved to be instrumental for informing a wide range of problems including global environmental sustainability (Bergek et al., 2015, p. 51). A TIS has a structure defined by a set of components and elements, including actors, technologies, networks and institutions, which contribute to the development of a technological field (Bergek et al., 2008). Actors include organisations such as firms along the whole value chain (including those up and downstream), universities and research institutes, public bodies, influential interest organisations (e.g. industry associations and non-commercial organisations), venture capitalists, organisations deciding on standards, etc. Networks focus on learning and knowledge exchange, technology transfer and resource transfer and seek to influence the political agenda (e.g. advocacy coalitions). Institutions are the culture, norms, law and regulations prevailing in a system for a period of time (Bergek et al., 2008).

One of the assumptions of TIS and in general of SI is that its main function is to support collective capability building by actors to generate, diffuse and utilise knowledge and technologies (e.g. physical artefacts as well as technical and organisational know-how). Capabilities, then, represent the competence of the system to generate economic value (Carlsson et al., 2002, p. 235) and eventually economic growth (Edquist, 2005). Therefore, SI analysis might help to identify systems structures, components and interactions, which lead to changes.

The SI concepts have limitations because there has not been at present an identification of the determinants of innovation (Chaminade and Edquist, 2006), and SI is a static framework, which does not pay enough attention to the micro level (Hekkert et al., 2007) interactions among actors. To attempt to solve these problems and to understand from the structure of the system (e.g. actors, networks, institutions, etc.) and bottom up interactions, the system mapping method described in Section 2.2 might help in defining the boundary of innovative systems for climate change and to codify key dynamic interactions in the...
system, which could be used as a starting point for further analysis in evaluating or developing potential pathways for change.

2.2 System mapping

In this section, we introduce the first formal documented application of system maps (this does not include cognitive, causal or network mapping) and provide an overview of several key major studies that have since applied the tool. We limit our discussion of system maps in this literature review to documented studies and do not include strictly practitioner applications that are not systematically recorded due to the potential wide application across a variety of fields and regions. As a result, there are only a limited number of research studies as well as European and international projects that have formally applied this tool, which we discuss below.

System map, originally defined as a “market map”, was developed by Albu and Griffith (2005) in 2002 at a workshop with Practical Action staff from Africa, Latin America and South Asia, after which it was applied in a range of projects and programmes with a focus on improving sustainable livelihoods of the rural poor. The map, as a stakeholder engagement tool, assisted with better understanding the complexity of relationships between agricultural activities, changes in the rural economy and poverty in developing countries. To improve such market chains, Albu and Griffith (2005) proposed an approach to encourage “market literacy” of stakeholders in rural areas in developing countries.

The aim was to provide stakeholders with an overarching understanding of the market chain for their business and to identify the actors with whom they can collaborate or compete with. The market map was intended as a conceptual framework for policymakers and development planners for establishing a commercial and institutional environment to support the activities of small-scale producers. A second purpose was to enable a participatory process among practitioners to communicate characteristics of the market chain as well as of the institutional environments and the service needs. With these two purposes in mind, the market map concept was developed with three core elements: the value chain (the chain of economic stakeholders owning a project as it moves from primary producers to final consumers), service providers (business or extension services that support market operations) and the enabling business environment (such as infrastructure and policies, institutions and processes that shape the market environment) (Practical Action Consulting, 2009).

Albu and Griffith’s market map was aimed at improving market chain knowledge of the rural poor with a specific focus on agriculture and has been applied in studies within this sector. In this respect, Bürli et al. (2008) performed a value chain analysis using market mapping to promote mountain agricultural production systems in the aim of alleviating poverty while also preserving natural resources. Another such application can be found in Giuliani et al. (2009), where the market mapping approach is in the core of the market chain analysis of emmer production on mountain community livelihoods in Turkey in the aim of reviewing potential market opportunities for enhancing competitiveness. Byrne et al. (2013) compared the Emergency Market Mapping and Analysis toolkit (Albu, 2010), which is a simplified version of the original market mapping approach, with the Seed System Security Assessment framework (Sperling, 2008), when exploring the role of evidence in humanitarian assessment. Finally, Albu and Griffith’s market map drove the value chain analysis of horticulture in Mozambique (Fink, 2014).

System maps have also been applied in a number of research projects across a wider range of sectors and countries. For instance, the EU-funded project ENTRANS (2006-2007) explored market systems for low emission energy technologies in five countries: Chile, China, Israel, Kenya and Thailand (van der Gaast et al., 2009). In the first stage of the project, stakeholders had prioritised technology options for achieving
long-term domestic energy goals with the lowest emissions possible within their respective countries. Once prioritised, these options were assessed in terms of what would be needed in the country for the appropriate technological application at the desired scale for meeting local development and climate goals. Applying the Market Map tool-enabled stakeholders in the ENTRTRANS case studies to map out the energy sector value chains, relevant energy and climate policies and the extent to which the countries’ legal, banking and educational systems could support successful implementation of priority technology options at the desired scale. Again, the tool supported knowledge gathering for policymakers and planners for better informed interventions, whereas it served as a participatory knowledge exchange tool for sector stakeholders to better understand their relevant operational system and their perceptions (Flamos and Begg, 2010; Karakosta et al., 2010).

A major application of Market Map as an analytical, participatory tool has been under the first Global Technology Needs Assessment (TNA) Project funded by the Global Environment Facility and operationalised by UNEP DTU Partnership during 2009-2013 (UNFCCC, 2013). TNAs are participatory processes aimed at supporting low- and medium-income countries in prioritising technologies for climate change mitigation and/or adaptation within their country contexts. Prioritised technologies are then assessed by countries and/or sector stakeholders with a focus on identifying barriers to their implementation in the country and finding solutions to clear these barriers. For this barrier analysis, Market Maps were suggested in the Handbook for TNAs (Dougherty and Fencl, 2009) with a direct reference to Albu and Griffith (2005) and with the same three-tiered approach focussing on enabling environment, market value chain and supporting services. Of the 31 low- and medium-income countries that conducted a TNA under the Global TNA Project, over 20 reported that they had used market mapping as a tool for characterising the relevant market system for prioritised technologies and identifying barriers within the system (TEC, 2014).

Another example of applying market mapping can be found in the EU-funded project APRAISE (2014), which aimed at explaining differences between anticipated and observed environmental policy strategies in several EU Member States. Possible differences were then explained by focussing on three explanatory factors:

1. changes in the policy contexts (e.g. impact of a recession, a green government coalition, technology breakthrough, etc.);
2. changes in the process of policy implementation policies; and
3. impacts of policies interacting with other policies.

APRAISE-applied market mapping to characterise the relevant systems for these policies and to explore where and how contextual aspects, market chain inefficiencies and unanticipated stakeholder responses to environmental policies may occur (Apraise, 2014).

Finally, the BIOTEAM project is another example of an EU project (Bioteam, 2016) that applies market maps for optimizing pathways for enhanced competitiveness of sustainable bioenergy in several EU Member States. Market mapping was used to better understand and describe the dynamics of the market systems in which the bioenergy pathways operate. The project assessed the impact of market and policy factors on selected pathways along with stakeholder interactions and also identified shocks and obstacles market systems were confronted with. Recommendations based on such type of analyses aimed to help policymakers to enhance the planning and effectiveness of individual policy instruments or policy packages and to improve mitigation of stakeholder interactions.

For this paper, we refer to market maps as “system maps”, as the term “market” may have an unintended emphasis on the market supply chain or economy. We take a broader
perspective with the mapping approach to address the complexities within innovation systems. The next section discusses how system maps can be applied as an analytical tool to explore innovation systems for climate change.

3. The system maps framework as a research tool for climate change

One of the challenges of analysing techno-socio-economic aspects of climate change is the scale and complexities of known and unknown problems that cut across national boundaries and intersect across sectors. System maps can assist in defining the boundaries of a study or a unit of analysis, identifying a system’s main elements and its dynamics. It is not a one-size-fits-all tool rather a systematic but flexible tool that considers the unique structural context and different scales of each innovation system for climate change at the household/community, sectoral, sub-national, national, regional and/or global level.

We identify several applications for system maps in climate change research and action that includes:

- defining conceptual boundaries of the system under research; and
- capturing past and present dynamic interactions and interrelationships, which help to analyse current systems and set the framing to potentially develop future pathways.

The boundaries of complex systems may be challenging to define, particularly for TIS for climate change that involve multiple sectors, such as biomass systems that cut across energy, food and water systems. We thus propose several main elements as a framing to define the boundaries of complex systems borrowing some elements from Albu and Griffith’s market map.

3.1 Technological innovation system life cycle

This is a life-cycle analysis or a cradle to grave approach that considers the full supply chain of a technological system for climate change. The technological system can be defined by sector and can include both stakeholders (e.g. firms) and processes. For instance, the TIS life cycle for the nuclear power electricity generation sector would include resource extraction, transportation, manufacturer reactors and other components, developers, electricity generator, waste handling facilities, storage, distribution and end-users and decommissioning. The TIS life cycle is crucial for drawing the boundaries of the system, as other elements in the system are identified based on their relation to the TIS life cycle (explained below).

3.2 Enabling/limiting environment

This component includes enablers and barriers that impact the development of the TIS system and can include the following:

- Policy mix: This includes the main key (sub-) national or regional policies that directly or indirectly impact the development of the TIS system. Policies may influence one part or the whole TIS lifecycle. Identifying the policy mix is a critical process that can help policymakers and other stakeholders understand how policies interact with each other, potentially resulting in synergies or inadvertently creating conflicts; this is a highly overlooked aspect, which must be further highlighted during the policy making process. Examples in the literature include productive synergies or conflicting effects when blending different energy policy instruments (Oikonomou et al., 2014) and emissions trading instruments (Boots et al., 2001) or even when integrating energy with climate policy (Oikonomou et al., 2010). For the nuclear power sector in the UK, in particular, key policies would include the Electricity Market Reform, the Nuclear Industrial Strategy, the Generic Design Assessment process and UK planning legislation.
Context: Contextual factors may exist at the national, regional or international level. To prevent the system map from being overly complicated, we suggest that only the key factors (e.g. economic, social, political, environmental or technological factors) that have a strong influence on either a part of or the whole TIS system be identified. For instance, key contextual factors for the UK nuclear power sector would be political support and (relative) societal buy-in.

Institutions: The key institutions (e.g. policy-making institutions) and their respective organisations (e.g. Department of Energy) that strongly impact a part of or the whole TIS system should be identified. Stakeholders can also be individually identified if that level of detail is required for analysis, but this will increase the size of the map and complexity and should only be done so if the stakeholders are willing to be identified within the system. Formal institutions may include industry, policy, political, financial, educational, media and legal institutions. Informal “institutions” may include indigenous practices, culture, traditions, norms, etc. For instance, in the nuclear power sector, dedicated formal training institutions are identified, as they feed in highly skilled workers for the nuclear civilian and military programme.

Infrastructure: This includes physical infrastructure that supports the TIS life cycle that is required to support the TIS system. For instance, in the nuclear power sector, the grid is an important infrastructure for delivering electricity to end-users.

3.3 Facilitating services

This component includes service support systems that are external to the TIS life cycle but are fundamental to facilitating the TIS system. These organisations may include banks, consultancy firms, etc.

In the process of defining the system boundaries and identifying the interactions, the institutional lock-ins are implicitly uncovered. Path-dependent processes are also identified when visual maps are used to capture the current dynamics within a system which is often dependent on past decisions.

Identifying the “dynamics” of the system depends on the research question or the direction of search. Examples of dynamics can include risks, enablers, barriers, learning processes, etc. and may differ according to specific research questions. We recommend that a clearly defined research question is drafted to guide the development of the system map, as a research question can fundamentally change the story a system map may be presenting. For instance, in a TIS system for nuclear power, a research question that asks “which elements or interactions in the nuclear power system are enablers or barriers to supporting the development of the nuclear power electricity generation in the UK?” will result in a system map that explores the positive interactions that support the nuclear power sector or the negative interactions that create barriers to developing the sector. This question would result in a map that is fundamentally different from another map that addresses the question:

Q1. Which interactions within the nuclear power sector pose risks to developing a sustainable, low carbon electricity sector in the UK?

This question could be open to interpretation on whether or not the nuclear power sector is contributing to sustainability. The positive interactions could then be those that reduce risks, as nuclear waste poses long-term risks to sustainable development. Thus, positive interactions in such a system would be those that inhibit the development of nuclear power, whereas the negative interactions could be those linked to policy incentives that encourage nuclear power development, as they could be perceived as risks to sustainable development.
Finally, system maps may also contribute to analysing current pathways to help inform the development of further pathways (e.g. low carbon pathways) by identifying, through stakeholder engagement, the dynamics within the system that are required for a potential pathway, including processes or support needed for technological innovation, their functions and interactions within the market context and the role of policies. Such a system map would be future-looking and could be used as a complementary tool for quantitative models. A future looking map could then propose the interactions, institutions or learning processes that would be necessary to reach a low carbon pathway proposed by a model scenario or a qualitative storyline.

Overall, system maps can be developed with a high level of detail and complexity based on stakeholder engagement and/or secondary research. On the other hand, a map may be relatively concise, presenting several but essential interactions to communicate a specific message. Depending on the audience and the research purpose, it can be used to engage with stakeholders to better understand the dynamics of a system, as an analytical tool for codifying stakeholder inputs and research results or as a visual aid to present (part of) a complex system in a more digestible form to decision makers. The tool does not attempt to replace qualitative research outputs (e.g. reports, research articles, etc.) but intends to complement research methods and can be used as a support tool for desk research and/or for stakeholder engagement (discussed in greater detail below).

The next section provides detailed information on creating system maps using MATISE, which has been specifically designed for analysing innovation systems for climate change.


4.1 Introduction to Mapping Tool for Innovation Systems Evaluation

Because the market mapping methodological framework was introduced by Albu and Griffith (2006), it has been applied several times in different decision contexts (as described in Section 2.2). However, there has not been a framework or dedicated tool developed for the purpose of supporting the mapping process and visualisation of the resulting maps. There currently exist a number of visualisation tools that can be used in this respect, such as the fuzzy-logic cognitive mapping modelling tool Mental Modeler (Gray et al., 2013) or diagramming and vector graphics applications such as Microsoft Visio. However, these applications were not designed specifically for the purposes of system mapping and would require significant customisation to fully develop a system map including its detailed features.

Moreover, system mapping is based on the assumption that participatory processes can mobilize a broad range of (professional or otherwise) knowledge available among stakeholders in the market, sector or country under examination. With multiple stakeholders engaged, the mapping process needs to capture different or even conflicting views, experiences, facts, etc. As a result, system mapping requires a very intensive, time-consuming process that is usually broken down into numerous steps and requires a manual modification for each change in the system map such as adding/deleting/rearranging elements (actor, policies and contextual factors) and their respective interactions within the system map. When creating a map, this whole procedure is usually manually drawn on paper or using a drawing software, which limits the map to a visual interface or a flip-over poster. This means that as the complexity of the system map – or any visual representation of a large system – increases, incorporating changes or visually supervising the model becomes challenging: when as few as a couple of system elements are added, deleted or even relocated (i.e. reassigned from one component to another), then restructuring of the map must take place for everything to fit in the canvas and still be comprehensible; using conventional tools, this would require “flipping over the paper” and redrawing the map.
To this end, an innovative tool has been designed specifically for the purposes of system mapping. MATISE introduces a new, structured format of system representation by first using an excel matrix interface that can be easily converted to a system map, enabling the analyst to create, modify, work on either format (excel or visual interface) depending on their preferences and thus easily supervise large, complex system maps.

4.2 Conceptual framework

MATISE is a reference implementation in MATLAB that aims to facilitate rapid model creation, editing and visualisation. It handles structured input in the form of Excel (XLS or XLSX) worksheets or Graph Modelling Language (GML) files. A graphical user interface (GUI) is provided, enabling the user to create or edit system models on the fly. MATLAB was chosen as the implementation platform because of its rapid prototyping features, extensive documentation and wide availability throughout research communities worldwide.

Both .xls (or .xlsx) and .gml files can be imported as inputs in MATISE and both formats can be exported as output, allowing the tool to act as a bridge between representations (Figure 1); however, MATISE was originally developed in the aim of facilitating the creation of a map by means of a structured spreadsheet, enabling the analyst to identify key system components (including groupings defined in Section 3, such as TIS life cycle, context, enabling/limiting environment and facilitating services), concepts (individual elements in the groups such as stakeholder organisations, specific policies etc.) and relationships as well as to determine the degree/significance of the relationships and to provide a short rationale for these relationships.

The proposed methodological framework for the tool includes creating the .xls/.xlsx model in Microsoft Excel, importing and editing the model in MATISE and exporting the visual outcome of the system map in a .gml model (Figure 2).

4.3 Workflow

The tool can handle a selection of different input formats that can represent system models. Currently, the supported formats are:

- Matlab files (.mat);
- Microsoft Excel worksheets (.xls/.xlsx); and
- Graph Modelling Language files (.gml).

These formats are additionally available for exporting. Functions for reading and writing .mat and .xlsx files were already available in MATLAB. For .gml files, a custom parser that closely follows the GML specification[2] was written based on regular expressions.

Internally, MATISE creates a dictionary containing all the concept-to-group and concept-to-stakeholder mappings for the model that is being processed. Relationships between concepts are stored in an array that resembles a (weighted) adjacency matrix, using numerical values to represent different kinds of relationships. Positive/negative values indicate positively/negatively related concept pairs, whereas the absolute value...
represents the degree to which the two concepts are related (Figure 3). An additional array is also created to store labels or annotations concerning a related concept pair.

The user can utilize the GUI to quickly edit the adjacency or label matrix, add, rename or delete concepts and groupings, identify stakeholders, etc. A preview of the resulting system map is also available, which is generated using graph plotting functions that come out-of-the-box with a standard MATLAB installation (Figure 2).

Concepts are visualised as graph nodes, whereas groupings become group nodes that contain sets of concepts. Concepts that have been identified as stakeholders have the shape of an ellipse to be easily identified, and non-actors are depicted as standard rectangular shapes. The relationships between concepts are visualised as graph edges,
using different layouts (colours, solid or dotted lines, etc.) to indicate different kinds of interaction. This is further described in Section 4.5.

Visualisation is made possible via the GML, which is used internally by yEd, a popular graph editor that is freely available. The yEd editor can handle the GML extension effectively while offering layout optimisation algorithms (i.e. automatically formatting layout.
of components, nodes and links) that prove very useful in the case of complex maps, as usually is the case with system maps. It also provides for easily exporting the map into various extensions, such as known image extensions and HTML imagemaps, which can be further used for inserting large bits of contextual information into the map.

4.4 Code extensibility and license
The codebase can easily be extended with additional parsers to enable support for other formats, such as GraphML, which is an XML-like mark-up language. The GraphML format not only incorporates the same bits of network structure information that GML does but also saves exact position information of each FCM element as well; although the user can easily transform a GML file into a GraphML one – and vice versa – via yEd, directly incorporating a GraphML parser in MATISE would save them significant time. The core functionality of the tool has been implemented in modules separated from the part that handles the GUI. This way, various extensions can easily be integrated into the codebase. The MATISE is free and open source software, available under a permissive BSD license from http://transrisk-project.eu/matise.zip

4.5 Documentation
To facilitate the user into providing their input into MATISE, we have developed a user-friendly template in Excel with three tabs (part of which can be viewed in Table I). The first tab contains the relationship matrix, which is square, meaning that all concepts of the system map included in the top row, i.e. Row 2, are duplicated in the top column. For instance, concepts in Column A are in the exact same order as Row 2, so as to be able to fully express the relationships that emerge between the various concepts of the system map. In this square matrix, therefore, any indication as to the existence of a relationship in a cell means that the row concept correspondingly impacts the column concept. It should also be noted that bold formatting in the first column indicates that said concept is a stakeholder, meaning an actor within the system under examination.

The row above the top row of the square matrix, i.e. Row 1, is reserved for components of the system map. In its original form, the system mapping framework includes six components (namely, TIS Life Cycle, Policy Mix, Context, Institutions, Infrastructure and Facilitating Services) of a system’s environment as indicated earlier in Section 3.2. MATISE allows users to insert as many group components as they deem necessary to best describe their system.

We identify three different types of relationships for the innovation system maps for climate change: positive, negative and neutral or undefined. Positive relationships indicate a positive net impact of the row concept on the column concept and are represented by numbers in the scale {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, corresponding to the qualitative scale of significance {very low, low, medium, high, extremely high}; these numbers, along with every other system information, can derive from stakeholder engagement and are represented by arrows of different thickness on the map. Thus, the larger the absolute value of the number is defined, the thicker the arrow in the visual representation will be. For instance and depending on the research question, a positive relationship in the nuclear power system map could indicate that an interaction between two concepts (e.g. actors or policies) would positively contribute (or is an enabler) to developing the nuclear power sector.

Respectively, negative relationships are shown by numbers in the scale {−1, −2, −3, −4, −5} (corresponding to the same qualitative scale that positive numbers do); likewise, a negative interaction in the nuclear power system map could indicate that an interaction is negative (i.e. is a barrier) to developing the nuclear power system. Finally, zero values indicate neutral or undefined relationships between involved concepts (e.g. can be both positive and negative, but stakeholders remain indecisive on the sign).
Table 1  Part of the Excel template that was developed in order to facilitate the creation of a model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP [please insert the corresponding group of the concept underneath, in Row 1]</th>
<th>Electricity supply chain</th>
<th>Electricity supply chain</th>
<th>Electricity supply chain</th>
<th>Electricity supply chain</th>
<th>Electricity supply chain</th>
<th>Electricity supply chain</th>
<th>Electricity supply chain</th>
<th>Electricity supply chain</th>
<th>Electricity supply chain</th>
<th>Electricity supply chain</th>
<th>Electricity supply chain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waste handling Facility 1: Sellafield</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste handling Facility 3: All other reactor sites</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End user (consumers)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource extraction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity generator: EDF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution: National Grid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End user: high-voltage industrial consumers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage: Sellafield</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Waste handling Facility 1: Sellafield | 0  |
| Waste handling Facility 3: All other reactor sites | 0  |
| End user (consumers) | 0  |
| Resource extraction | 0  |
| Transportation | 0  |
| Electricity generator: EDF | 0  |
| Distribution: National Grid | 0  |
| End user: high-voltage industrial consumers | 0  |
| Storage: Sellafield | 0  |
In terms of visual representation, positive relationships are represented by a green, solid arrow of variable thickness; negative ones are represented by a red, dashed arrow of variable thickness; and neutral or undefined ones are represented by a black, dotted arrow of fixed three-pixel thickness.

Optionally, one can use the Label Matrix, in the second tab of the input Excel file, and assign short text (labels) to describe those interactions. The text will only appear if a specific label is placed to describe an existing interaction. This facility is a potentially important feature of MATISE, not only in terms of visualisation but also with regard to building an audit trail of the discussions. For example, in a group discussion, stakeholders can disagree about values; some may consider a low-emission solution as bad for labour employment in conventional fossil fuel-based sectors, whereas others may believe that the solution will create new employment in research, deployment and diffusion of clean technologies. As a group, stakeholders may balance their opinions by agreeing on, e.g. a slightly positive employment generation impact, but MATISE can store both opinions, which, for example, policymakers can consult when they consider the result of the system map.

An example of how the information provided in the Adjacency (relationship) and Label (description) matrices is visualised, when using MATISE, into a system map can be seen in Figure 3.

Finally, the third tab of the Excel template file is a “how-to” guide with a set of specific instructions on how to use and fill in the file.

After the .xls/.xlsx model has been created, MATISE can be used to supervise, edit and convert the model into a graphical modelling language model, as can be viewed in Figure 2. Specifically, the tool enables:

- creating a model from scratch from within the tool;
- importing an Excel (.xls or .xlsx) model;
- adding, deleting or modifying components/groups easily;
- adding, deleting or modifying concepts and reassigning them to different components;
- indicating whether a component is a stakeholder of the system or not;
- adding, deleting or modifying the level of significance, sign and description of the relationships between concepts;
- providing a visual overview of the system map from within the tool;
- exporting the model to an Excel (.xls or .xlsx) file, in case modifications of the model take place or a model is created from within the tool; and
- and exporting the model to a .gml file, which can then be viewed or edited in GML-supporting applications, like the free Java-based graph editor yEd.

Additionally, the program allows for the reverse process to take place, as it features importing a .gml model and enabling the user to modify it within the tool to re-export it either to a new .gml file or an .xls/.xlsx file. This is a very useful feature, as the modeller may opt for building a simple, preliminary version of their model in the yEd graph editor, and then, as the system map becomes all the more complex and harder to supervise or update, converting the model into an Excel file and work from there in a structured way. Additionally, it ensures a smooth stakeholder engagement process, as the facilitator can provide printed copies of the map and invite experts to draw/write changes on the visual representation of a system map, which is easier for the stakeholders to understand compared to an Excel table. The facilitator can then collect the printed maps and incorporate these changes into the model in a structured way. Ultimately, this freedom to start and end in either the Excel or the visual representation means that a user can easily work on the interface they are
more familiar with at the initial stages of building a system map, and as map complexity increases, working in Excel can make it easier for the modeller to update and supervise the model.

The GUI of MATISE is displayed in Figure 4 with information based on the UK nuclear power system map[3]. By pressing the “±” button in the “Concepts” area, the “Insert or Delete Concepts” wizard allows the user to add, edit or remove concepts, reassign them to different components and determine if these represent system actors. By pressing the “±” button in the “Components/Groups” area, the user may add new or delete existing groups. By selecting a specific concept from the list, the corresponding component to which the concept is assigned is highlighted, whereas selecting a specific component from the list will only show the concepts assigned to this component. Instructions on how to use the adjacency (links) and labels matrices can be accessed via the “?” button. The “File” menu includes the options of importing and exporting a .mat or .xls/.xlsx model, as well as importing a .gml model.

Finally, the “View System Map” button opens a visual overview of the system map within the program for quick supervision reasons, whereas the “Export GML File” button exports the model into a .gml file to be viewed and further edited by a GML-supporting application.

Figure 4  A snapshot of the GUI of MATISE
such as the yEd graph editor. After selecting an optimal layout in yEd, the UK nuclear power system map, as exported from the tool, can be viewed in Figure 5.

Given the defined set of visualisation options and tool guidelines, in combination with yEd’s layout automation that provides a “clean” visual output, the proposed methodological framework promotes uniformity and consistency across various versions of the same system map when the user aims to produce more than one narratives for a particular system or across different system maps when drawing comparisons is among the goals of the exercise.

4.6 Integration with other modelling approaches

Although system mapping – as a qualitative modelling technique of significant added value, as discussed in Section 3 – can produce valuable policy recommendations with regard to climate mitigation and adaptation on its own, it can also support the challenging task of developing robust transition pathways as part of an integrated methodological process. To this end, system mapping can inform quantitative modelling methodologies of key dynamics, system boundaries and contextual factors, as well as of critical policy instruments within the current or an envisioned policy mix that are perceived to be potentially appropriate or successful. In another approach or at a different stage of an integrated methodological framework, system maps can also provide the basis for fuzzy cognitive mapping (FCM), as discussed in Nikas and Doukas (2016). FCM is another modelling technique which has the same basic principles as system maps in that it aims to capture and map system dynamics based on the perceptions of multiple stakeholders that are elicited through semi-structured qualitative interviews (Samarasinghe and Strickert, 2013). Its core difference from system mapping is that it exclusively captures...
cause-and-effect relationships within a system which furthermore are quantified, thus allowing for simulations during which the activation level of every system concept is computed based on its initial value as well as the propagated weight values of concepts that have an impact on it (Mourhir et al., 2016). By narrowing in on specific interactions within a system map so that it only includes causal relations and then enhancing or causing contention within the system through stakeholder engagement, system mapping can not only provide the basis of FCM but also include system dynamics that have been obtained in a structured and organised way and might have otherwise eluded stakeholders’ thinking and input when asked during semi-structured qualitative interviews that simply revolve around quantifying concepts and links. Finally, because FCM is also based on the development of an adjacency (or weight) matrix which too comprises system components and single or bi-directional causal relationships (Htun et al., 2016), MATISE can prove valuable in the process of directly transforming a system map into a fuzzy cognitive map by extracting the GML model into an XLS matrix; alternatively, MATISE can also support FCM by allowing for easy transformation of a visually designed FCM into an adjacency matrix, so that the latter can be used for driving simulations.

5. Conclusions

The proposed methodological framework for evaluating complex innovation systems for climate change is based on the system mapping approach and can be built on valuable stakeholder knowledge and expertise. It begins by defining conceptual boundaries of a system by identifying all relevant actors, policies and functions within key components of an innovation system, namely, the life cycle of the complete supply chain; the environment of enablers and barriers that directly or indirectly impact the system; and facilitating services that are external to the system but are fundamentally necessary. It later involves capturing and delving into the past and present dynamic interactions between these actors, policies and functions. Building on the identified system dynamics, the framework finally allows for evaluating pathways towards low-carbon, climate-resilient economies by exploring such dynamics while also assessing different policy strategies.

In this direction, a dedicated software application has been designed, which introduces a structured format of system representation, thus allowing for easy creation, modification and supervision of large, often cross-sectoral and complex systems. To this end, MATISE not only provides a practical approach to system mapping in an organised and structured fashion but also acts as a bridge between two very different formats of a system map, that is an adjacency matrix and its visual representation, allowing the user to work on either format at any stage of the process and depending on their preferences.

The proposed system maps framing and dedicated tool can, moreover, assist with comparison analysis of different innovation systems (e.g. of a particular sector across a large number of countries or of different sectors within the same country) because they feature consistent representation of elements and building blocks across varied system maps.

System maps constitute not only a helpful analytical and visual support tool but also a means of codifying tacit knowledge that is embedded in stakeholders. This knowledge is captured and documented in a tool which helps to record the research process and to improve the transparency of research outcomes. For instance, the analysis of current pathways and the development of potential new low carbon pathways can be based on an understanding of the system dynamics identified by stakeholders rather than an individual researcher who theoretically creates a model based on specific assumptions of a given system. Additionally, due to the participatory nature of the tool, the system map can help to identify problematic areas or elements that are working well within an innovation system based on interactions that are not completely obvious to a single stakeholder group but emerge as a result of a consolidated stakeholder engagement process. This overarching
system perspective may also be valuable when addressing complex problems related to climate change that impact a significant group of stakeholders. The bottom up approach provides a platform for stakeholders who may not be typically approached, such as marginalized stakeholder groups, to participate in developing climate change pathways. The tool, therefore, is a good starting point to systematically include an obvious but frequently overlooked aspect of tackling climate change: the dynamics of the human dimension.

Notes

1. MATISE is free and open source software, available under a permissive BSD license from http://transrisk-project.eu/matise.zip


3. The UK nuclear power system map is based on a case study carried out in TRANSrisk, a Horizon 2020 project carried out from 2015 to 2018. The system map was developed based on desk research and received inputs from a stakeholder nuclear power stakeholder workshop carried out in London on 21 October 2016.
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